
LED Gaming Desk Computer Table with Cup Holder Headphone Hook
Cable Hole

RRP: $464.95

Spruce up your gaming set up with the LED Gaming Desk, now available

through Randy & Travis Machinery. The desk is multifunctional and can be

used for a wide range of purposes, from studying to gaming. The sturdy

construction makes it suitable for holding a large computer or PC with

ease. The ergonomically contoured design offers a sleek finish and is

decorated with a cupholder, headphone hook, and cable hole. Such built-

in storage frees up space on the desk, allowing for better, uninterrupted

gaming. 

What's more, the desk is also equipped with RBG LED lights that can

help you create an atmosphere while you work or game.  Just simply plug

the USB attached to the desk into a nearby port, or even into your

computer, and you can create the perfect ambience for concentration.

Despite its R-shape metal steel legs and high load-bearing capacity, the

spacious desk is easy to assemble. You don't have to worry about the

desk scuffing or marking your floor as the steel legs have rubber floor

protectors attached to them. The desk comes in various shapes and

sizes, allowing you to choose one that best suits your needs. 

Features:Features:

Easy assembly
Strong and durable construction 
Spacious tabletop 
High bearing capacity 
R-shape metal steel legs with rubber floor protectors 
Cup holder, cable hole and headphone hook additions

Specifications:Specifications:

Package includes: 1 x Gaming Desk, 1 x Headphone Hook, 1 x Cup
Holder, 1 x Instruction
Colour: Black with coloured LED lights 
Material: MDF wrapped Carbon Fibre + Metal Steel + ABS
Power Source: USB Plug
Mounting: Freestanding
Net Weight: 15kg
Bearing Capacity: 80kg
Product Dimension: 120 x 60 x 73cm
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